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Coarse Network Traffic Summaries

Traffic logs that do not include payloads or even packet 
headers (e.g., flow records)

May simply include source IP address, destination IP address, source 
port, destination port, protocol and volume information
Some basic header information (e.g., the logical-or of TCP flags) 
might also be included

Why are we interested in these?
On busy networks, traffic cannot be fully recorded
Commonplace on networks today
Because flow records do not include payload, they are insensitive to 
payload encryption
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Research Program in Coarse Monitoring
New security applications of flow collection

Finding the origin of a worm propagation 
[w/ Xie, Sekar, Maltz, Zhang 2005; w/ Xie, Sekar, Zhang 2006]
Finding peer-to-peer traffic masquerading on other ports [w/ Collins 2006]
Detecting stealthy “hit list” propagations [w/ Collins 2007]
Detecting bots in a large enterprise
[w/ Yen 2008; w/ Yen, Huang, Monrose, 2009]

New architectures for coarse network monitoring
Coordinating sampling for flow collection [w/ Sekar, Willinger, Zhang, 
Kompella, Andersen 2008; w/ Sekar, Gupta, Zhang 2009]
Comparison of cSamp-based architecture to application-specific 
streaming algorithms [w/ Sekar, Zhang 2009]
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The Structure of Indirect Attacks

Large scale attacks are multi-level
Hidden trail: difficult to identify initial launch point

Worm Infection Distributed DoS

Attackers

Identified 
Victims

Involved 
hosts
(bots)
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The Goal

Attack Reconstruction: 
reconstruct how an attack 
unfolded in the initial stage

Correct weak points in a network 
perimeter

Attacker Identification: pinpoint 
the attack origin

Deter future attacks
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Normal edge:
Causal edge:

Flows infect 
destinations

Non-causal attack 
edge:

Failed infection 
attempts

A Graph Representation

A directed host contact graph G = 〈V, E〉
V = H × T (H: the set of all hosts,  T: time)
e ∈ E: a network flow <source, destination, start-time, end-time>
Assumption: flow directionality consistent with causality
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Problem Formulation

Input: an unlabeled directed 
host contact graph G

Desired output: label 
causal edges initial in time
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Random Moonwalks
[w/ Xie, Sekar, Maltz, Zhang 2005]

A random moonwalk on the host contact graph:
Start with an arbitrarily chosen flow
Pick a next step flow randomly to walk backward in time

Observation: epidemic attacks have a tree structure
Initial causal flows emerge as high frequency flows
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Random Moonwalks

Can We Identify Causal Flows?

High accuracy with a small number of walks
Total 804 causal flows from 1.5~2 million flows
Most flows are the initial ones

104

Data: CMU campus 
backbone trace

1.4 million flows over 4 
hours, 8040 campus hosts

Worm flow injection
10% of vulnerable hosts
Normalized attack rate ∈
[0.4, 2] 

Detection accuracy
Causal_flows / 
selected_flows after walks
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Random Moonwalks

Structure of the Selected Flows

Top frequency flows display a tree-like structure

Worm source
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Random Moonwalks

Forensics in Federated Networks
[w/ Xie, Sekar, Zhang 2006]

Distributed operation
Limited information disclosure
Incentive for each participating domain
Amenable to incremental deployment

Unified network Internet-like federated network
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Protocol Graphs

Graph-based representation of activity for a particular protocol 
during some time period

Nodes represent IP addresses
Edges represent communication

AM PM
HTTP 14760 ± 1210 23280 ± 3480
SMTP 4520 ± 634 6540 ± 935
Oracle 112 ± 28 240 ± 32
FTP 467 ± 77 556 ± 95

Avg. ± std. dev. of nodes (60s) 
as observed in NetFlow logs 
from a larger-than-/8 network
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Protocol graphs

Hit-list Attack Detection
[w/ Collins 2007, 2008]

A hit-list attack is one in which attacker has a list of legitimate 
protocol participants

Versus blindly scanning to find them
Monitoring for failed connections thus won’t detect these attacks
Anecdotal evidence of this type of attack in the wild (Witty)

Hypothesis: Hit-list attacks will tend to increase the 
“connectedness” of the protocol graph
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Protocol graphs

Hit-list Attack Detection
Monitoring the number and size of connected components of 
the protocol graph can be used to build a detector

Also detects more naïve attacks

Very efficient: Using union-find algorithms, a log of R records 
can be processed in O(R α(R)) time, where α is the inverse of 
Ackermann’s function

Essentially constant time per record

Also helps to locate bots, in that the bots are most often those 
whose removal increases the number of connected components
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TAMD

Traffic Aggregation for Malware Detection
[w/ Yen 2008]

Goal: detect very subtle network behaviors
Botnet command-and-control traffic
Data exfiltration by spyware

Observe (enhanced) flow records at enterprise network border
Assumptions

More than one host is infected in the network
Malware communication patterns differ from benign hosts

Approach: Identify traffic aggregates of network traffic sharing 
certain characteristics

What characteristics are useful for identifying malware-infected hosts? 
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TAMD

Traffic Characteristics
Common destinations

Spyware “phoning home”, communication with bot-master or bot
update server,  flooding a DDoS attack victim …

Similar payload
Bot commands

Similar platform
Platform-dependent infections

Challenge: Use these features to identify malware 
communication without too many false alarms
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TAMD

Aggregation Example
Find hosts contacting 
common destinations that 
are atypical for the network. 

ByDestination
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TAMD

Aggregation Example
Find hosts contacting 
common destinations that 
are atypical for the network. 
Find hosts where 
communication is structured 
similarly.

ByDestination

ByPayload
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TAMD

Aggregation Example
Find hosts contacting 
common destinations that 
are atypical for the network. 
Find such hosts where 
communication is structured 
similarly.
Find such hosts that share a 
common platform.

ByDestination

ByPayload

ByPlatform
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TAMD

Example Results
Background traffic 
recorded at border of CMU 
network

Argus flow records w/ TTLs 
and 64 bytes of payload

Overlaid traffic from 3–8 
malware instances

“Large bot” had > 340 bots 

On average, identified 2.23 
aggregates per hour
Aggregate of infected hosts 
was always found
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TAMD++

Reducing the Data Required
[w/ Yen, Huang, Monrose 2009]

TAMD as described uses more information than is often present 
in coarse flow summaries

But still less than full packet capture

We are exploring avenues to reduce this need, e.g., using flow 
records to fingerprint the host software platform

For example, we recently showed that browser implementations 
(Firefox, Opera, IE, Safari) can be fingerprinted from flows

With ≥ 70% precision and up to 70% recall in real data

Browser implementations are important because they are both
A very security-relevant platform component
An indicator of the underlying host platform in some cases
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What Do Network Operators Care About?
Network 

Operations 
Center

Applications

Flow reports

2
1

3

1
2

1
2

1
2 Respect resource constraints

High flow coverage

Provide network-wide goals

Low data mgmt overhead

flow = same src-dst, ports, proto
flow report = flow + pkt/byte counters
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Limitations of Monitoring Approaches

Uniform packet sampling, e.g., Cisco NetFlow
Each router independently samples packets
Aggregates sampled packets into flow reports

Respect resource constraints

High flow coverage

Provide network-wide goals

Low data management overhead

Biased towards
large flows

Redundant 
measurements

Too coarse 
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Concerns

There exists a disconnect between goals and solutions 
available today

Would like a systematic approach to flow monitoring

Packet sampling has low flow coverage due to bias toward 
large flows

Idea: Pick an unbiased sampling algorithm

Routers sample independently
Wasted measurements; Cannot reason about network-wide goals
Idea: Treat routers as a system to be managed in a coordinated fashion
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Coordinated Sampling (cSamp)
[w/ Sekar, Willinger, Zhang, Kompella, Andersen 2008]

Three key components of cSamp’s design

Per router: Random flow sampling
Sample flows not packets

Per path: Hash-based coordination 
Efficient, non-redundant sampling
Coordination without explicit communication

Whole network: Network-wide optimization
Satisfy network-wide constraints and objectives
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cSamp

Flow Sampling

1613111

Flow memory
(flow, counter #pkts)

3

[3,10]
Hash range

6

Sample flows, not packets, to increase flow coverage

1131611

Compute hash, log if in range

Version IHL TOS Length
Identification Flags Offset
TTL Protocol Checksum
Source IP address
Destination IP address
……

SourcePort DestinationPort

Hash 
Flowid ∈ [0,Max]

1131611
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Coordinated Sampling (cSamp)

Three key components of cSamp’s design

Per router: Random flow sampling
Sample flows not packets

Per path: Hash-based coordination 
Efficient, non-redundant sampling
Coordination without explicit communication

Whole network: Network-wide optimization
Satisfy network-wide constraints and objectives
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cSamp

Hash-Based Coordination

Flow memory

1
[1,4]

Hash range

3

Flow memory

8[7,9]

Hash range

Non-overlapping hash-ranges avoids redundant monitoring
Coordination without communication

Stream:
11816135

R1 R2

4

1
1
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Coordinated Sampling (cSamp)

Three key components of cSamp’s design

Per router: Random flow sampling
Sample flows not packets

Per path: Hash-based coordination 
Efficient, non-redundant sampling
Coordination without explicit communication

Whole network: Network-wide optimization
Satisfy network-wide constraints and objectives
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cSamp

Network-Wide View

Multiple Origin-Destination (OD) pairs in a network
e.g., NYC-PIT, PIT-SFO

Moving from a single-path to network?
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cSamp

Network-Wide Coordination

Assign non-overlapping ranges per OD-pair

[1,5]

[1,3]

[3,7]

[1,2]

[7,9]

[5,8]
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cSamp

Algorithm on Each Router

[5,10]

[1,4]

Sampling 
Manifest

1. Get OD-Pair from packet

3. Look up hash-range for OD-pair from sampling manifest 
2. Compute hash (flow = packet 5-tuple)

4.Log if hash falls in range for this OD-pair

Red vs. Green? 

Flow memory

2

2

1

OD  Range
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cSamp

Overall System Architecture

[1,5]

[5,9]

[3,7]

[1,2]

[7,9]

[5,8]

Network 
Operations 

Center

Generate 
sampling 
manifests

Applications

Configuration Dissemination

Flow reports
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cSamp

Framework for Generating Manifests

Network-wide 
optimization

For each OD-pair i :
Pi = Path (routers)
Ti = Estimated traffic

For each router Rj :
Lj = capacity constraint,
e.g., SRAM for flow
records

Sampling manifests:
{<OD-Pair,Hash-range>} 
per routerMaximize, e.g.,

Linear
Program

Inputs

Output
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cSamp

Practical Challenges
What about traffic dynamics?

History + short-term adaptation

How do interior routers identify OD-pairs?
Assume (for now) that routers mark packets, or that the network is 
MPLS-enabled

What about multi-path routing?
Simple, lightweight extension

Is it scalable?
Need two algorithm optimizations
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cSamp

Total Flow Coverage ( ftot )
cSamp is 2-3x better than packet sampling, 30% better than 
maximal flow sampling 
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cSamp

Minimum Fractional Coverage ( fmin )
cSamp is significantly better than alternatives
Maximal flow sampling is inadequate for network-wide objectives 
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cSamp–T: Revisiting OD-pair Identification
[w/ Sekar, Gupta, Zhang 2008]

Previously assumed that routers mark packets, or that network 
is MPLS enabled

Why this might be a bad idea
Extra computation on ingress
OD-pair identification might be ambiguous (multi-egress peers)
Modify packet headers or add shim header
May require overhaul of routing infrastructure

cSamp–T is a reformulation of cSamp that avoids OD-pair 
identification
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cSamp–T 

Sampling Specifications

Some examples
ak denotes a router, e.g., a1 =  R1

ak denotes a router/next hop pair, e.g., a1 =  〈R1 , R2〉
ak denotes a previous hop/router/next hop triple, e.g., a1 =  
〈R1, R2, R3〉

A sampling spec should be visible at a single router

R1 R3R2

Sampling specs a1, a2, … define granularity at which 
sampling decisions are made 
Each ak is assigned to a unique router (ak ∈ Rj.specs)
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cSamp–T 

Sampling Atoms

Example
Sampling specs: 〈-, R1, R2〉, 〈R1, R2, R3〉, 〈R2, R3, -〉
Sampling atom: 〈 〈R1, R2, R3〉 , [0.0, 0.1]〉

R1 R3R2

Sampling atom is unit of sampling obligation
gkl = 〈ak, hl〉 where ak is a sampling spec and where              
hl = [(l−1)δ, lδ] ⊆ [0,1] 

Meaning: If ak ∈ Rj.specs, then Rj logs all flows 
traversing ak with hash(flow.header) ∈ hl
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cSamp–T 

Reformulating the Problem
Notation

〈R1, R2, R3〉 ∈ Pi means 〈R1, R2, R3〉 is on path Pi

For sampling atom gkl = 〈ak, hl〉, define h(gkl) = hl

Given a set {gkl} of assigned sampling atoms …
… coverage for path Pi is

( )U U
ik Pa l

kli ghC
∈

=

( )∑
∈

×=
specs.jk Ra l

klkj ghTLoad U
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cSamp–T 

Reformulating the Problem

Can we find the optimal gkl choices?
Sorry .. NP-hard :-(

Can we find a reasonably good solution?
Are there good approximation algorithms?
Can we compute this approximation efficiently?
Both fmin and ftot?

∑=
i iiCTf tot { }ii Cf minmin =or

Now, the goal is to maximize either

subject to Loadj ≤ Lj for all j
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cSamp–T 

Submodularity
A function F: 2V → R is submodular if for all A ⊆
A′⊆ V and all v ∈ V, 

i.e., the marginal benefit of adding v to larger set is 
smaller
Optimization problems with submodular objective 
functions and budget constraints can be approximated

Greedy algorithm is a good choice
Tend to be practical as well

{ }( ) ( ) { }( ) ( )AFvAFAFvAF ′−∪′≥−∪
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cSamp–T 

Using Submodularity
Maximizing

subject to Loadj ≤ Lj for all j is a special type of this 
class of optimization problem

Submodular function maximization subject to partition 
knapsack constraints

Thus, there is a constant factor approximation for ftot

∑=
i iiCTf tot
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cSamp–T 

Total Flow Coverage
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cSamp–T 

Minimum Fractional Coverage
What about

Unfortunately this is no longer submodular
Any non-trivial approximation for fmin is NP-hard

But can approximate if we can exceed resource budget 
(i.e., memory per router) by a small factor

Theoretical model of resource augmentation: All 
routers get γ more resources

With γ = 5, 5 of 7 topologies achieve 90% of cSamp’s
performance
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cSamp–T 

Intelligent Resource Provisioning

A different (albeit heuristic) approach
Assume same total budget of extra memory (defined by γ)
Assume a technological upper bound per router of β ×
(min memory per router)
Solve a heuristic LP to get intelligent resource 
provisioning scheme
Re-run the greedy algorithm

Examples from evaluations on real topologies
With β = 5, achieve 60% of cSamp with γ = 1.5
With β = 8, achieve 80% of cSamp with γ = 1.2
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Conclusion

Coarse traffic summaries are likely here to stay
Even as router capabilities grow, so do traffic demands

Fortunately, they can still be used for a range of 
security applications

We have shown several, but there are many others
All exploit patterns of address interaction, which flow 
records preserve

We have also developed a new architecture for 
providing better coverage of traffic in such summaries
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